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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study the single-stage financial index tracking problems 
under the downside risk constraint. In particular, a portfolio selection model 
with the downside probability constraint to track the financial index is for-
mulated. Due to the convexity of this problem, the optimal objective value 
as well as the optimal portfolio are derived by applying the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker optimality conditions. Moreover, the efficient frontier of this problem 
can be found analytically. Extension of the risk measure to higher order 
moment of the downside is also presented. When the downside deviation is 
penalized, the corresponding portfolio optimization problem is solved numer-
ically by a two-step algorithm. Finally, numerical results of the models using 
the real data from the Hong Kong Stock Market is presented. 
Key Words: portfolio selection, efficient frontier, index tracking, Karush-







标值 (optimal objective v a l u e )和最优投資组合 ( o p t i m a l portfolio)� 
此外，我们还计算出这个模型的有效前沿（efficient frontier)� 
其次，本文还讨论了将风险度量护展到向下高阶距 (h igh or-
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In 1950's, Harry M. Markowitz [18] proposed the mean-variance portfolio se-
lection problem, which was the beginning of the modern portfolio theory. In 
his model, the variance of the return is regarded as a risk measure. Markowitz 
pointed out that the investor should make a trade-off between the risk and 
the return. Moreover, each efficient portfolio has the minimum variance of 
the return under a given level of the expected return. Meanwhile, each effi-
cient portfolio has the maximum expected return under a given level of the 
variance of the return. 
Since then, many types of portfolio optimization problems have been stud-
ied. However, the concept of the risk is rather subjective, and different people 
may use different criteria to measure the risk. Intuitively, it is more sensible 
for an investor to be concerned with the risk of loss rather than the gain. 
The concept of the downside risk apparently has considerable impact on the 
investor's view point regarding the risk. Therefore, we use the downside of 
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the portfolio in comparison of the financial index as the risk measure in our 
portfolio selection models to be studied. In this thesis, we study the financial 
index tracking models under the downside risk measures, obtain the corre-
sponding optimal objective values and portfolios, and discuss the application 
of these models. Specifically, we first study the portfolio selection model with 
the downside probability as our risk measure to beat the underlying finan-
cial index, where we assume that short-selling is allowed and the assets' rates 
of return are jointly normally distributed. Then, an optimal portfolio can 
be analytically derived by solving the corresponding Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
(KKT) optimality conditions. Furthermore, we use this single-stage problem 
to figure out a feasible scheme for the corresponding financial index tracking 
problem in a multi-stage investment horizon. Notice that, this model puts 
the same weight on the downside no matter how far the portfolio rate of re-
turn is below the financial index rate of return. In reality, however, investors 
are more averse to the greater deviation from the expected target. Therefore, 
in the second model, we introduce higher order moment of the downside to 
measure the risk, and formulate the index tracking problem under the mth 
moment downside constraint. Due to the convexity of these optimization 
problems, the optimal portfolio for the portfolio selection model under the 
first moment downside constraint can also be obtained. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2，we briefly 
go through the history of the modern portfolio selection theory and some 
financial models under the downside risk measurement. In Chapter 3, the 
downside probability is introduced, and the corresponding index tracking 
2 
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model is formulated. In addition, an optimal solution is derived, and the 
application of this single-stage problem is presented. In Chapter 4, we ex-
tend the risk measure to any higher order moment of the downside, and 
the convexity of the corresponding portfolio selection problem is analyzed. 
Moreover, a two-step optimal strategy for solving the problem with the first 
moment downside risk measure is described. In Chapter 5，some numerical 
comparisons of the efficient frontiers and monthly expected rates of return 
of the optimal portfolios for these models are reported by using the histor-
ical data recorded in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. In Chapter 6，we 




In this chapter, a brief literature review is given, in addition to the introduc-
tion of basic concepts such as the semi variance, the lower partial moment 
and the stochastic domain risk measures. Since Harry M. Markowitz [18 
published a paper entitled "Portfolio Selection". in 1952, many financial 
models for portfolio selection have been proposed. The most commonly used 
downside risk measures are the semivariance (special case) and the lower 
partial moment (general case). In Markowitz's seminal book [19], he showed 
that when the distributions of the assets' returns are normal, both the semi-
variance and the variance provide the same results. If the distributions of 
the assets' returns are not normal, only semivariance provides the reasonable 
conclusion. Therefore, he proposed the semivariance instead of the variance 
as a measure of risk. Moreover, the empirical studies of Mao [17] and Petty, 
Scott, and Bird [27] all showed that an investor generally exhibits conser-
vatism toward the probability of not meeting an expected target return, but 
becomes aggressive towards returns above that expected target. Based on 
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this, two suggestions for measuring the risk are provided: a semi variance 
computed from the mean return or below-mean semivariance (SVm), and 
a semivariance computed from a target return or below-target semivariance 
(SVt). The SVm and SV^ risk measures are highlighted as follows. 
Suppose that there are n possible assets in the market. Let Rj be the 
rate of return of the asset Sj, and Xj be the fraction of the initial wealth 
invested into the asset Sj, j = 1, • • • ,n. We define R = • • •�Rn) and 
X = (xi, • • •, Xn)' Then the below-mean semivariance of the portfolio X is 
SVM{X) = E [mill (0，RTX - E{R^X))]\ (2.1) 
Suppose we have a given target T, then the below-target semivariance of the 
portfolio X is 
SVT{X) = E [min(0, R^X -T)F . (2.2) 
However, after proposing the semivariance risk measure, Markowitz stayed 
with the variance risk measure because of its computational simplicity. 
The research on the semivariance continued in the 1960s and early 1970s. 
In 1972, Hogan and Warren [12] used the below-target semivariance as a risk 
measure and formulated the following portfolio selection model 
minimize E [min(0, R^X - T)] ^  
subject to E ( r ^ x ) > p, 
� — (2.3) 
工j = 1 ’ 
Xj > 0 j = l ’ . . . ’ r i， 
where p is the expected rate of return of an investor. By applying the Prank-
Wolfe method, they provided a viable computational scheme for generating 
5 
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the expected return-below-target semivariance efficient portfolios. Further-
more, in 1974, Hogan and Warren [13] developed a below-target semivariance 
capital asset pricing model (ES-CAPM), such that, 
E ( i ^ l ) = T + 丨 EO^ 為 ) 二 T 丨 [ e ([min(0, R^Xm _ - T])] ’ 
T M (2.4) 
where Xm is the risky portfolio that generates the point of tangency to 
the capital market line. This ES-CAPM is analogous to the capital mar-
ket line for the mean-variance model. Later, the application of the mean-
semivariance model to capital budgeting was presented in [28], and some 
comparisons between the mean-variance and mean-semivariance models were 
reported in [21 . 
Other than the semivariance, another downside risk measure named the 
lower partial moment (LPM) has been proposed by Bawa [1] and Fishburn 
7]. This measure liberates the investors from the constraint of only one 
utility function, namely, a quadratic equation. Bawa was the first to define 
the lower partial moment as a general family of below-target risk measures, 
which encompasses a significant number of utility functions from risk-seeking, 
to risk-neutral, to risk aversion. In his model, the mth order lower partial 
moment of the portfolio X computed from the expected target rate of return 
T is defined as 
LPM^(r;X) = r {t - RxrdFxiRx) 
J—oo 
= 厂 { t - R ^ X r d F { R ) , (2.5) 
J—oo 
where F{R) = F{Ri, • •. ,Rn) is the joint distribution of the rate of return 
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on the portfolio X. When m = 2，this quantity is corresponding to the semi-
variance risk measure. 
Suppose that there is a riskless asset with the rate of return rp in the 
market. When the lower partial moment is computed at the riskless rate of 
return, the portfolio selection model under the mean-lower partial moment 
framework is given by the following, for m = 1,2 
minimize LPMm(r>;X) 
subject to E {R^x) = p (2.6) 
XEC {or X E Cns) 
where C = YJJ^i XJ = l } if shortselling is allowed and Cns = 工J 
= > 0, j = 1, • • • ,n } if shortselling is not allowed. For this model, Bawa 
2] proved that the LPMm(r>; X) is a convex function of X, and the optimal 
value is an increasing and convex function of p. Therefore, standard convex 
programming algorithms can be used to solve this problem. 
Moreover, when the riskless asset is also included in the portfolio, which 
accounts for rco in the initial wealth, the capital market equilibrium is estab-
lished by Bawa and Lindenberg [3], with m = 1 or 2, 
明 ) ( 丑 似 ） — r p ) , j = 1,2，...，几，（2.7) 
where 
^MLPM^ � CLPM^(ri . ;XM,j) 
- LPM � ， (左… 
and where CLPMm(r>; J^Tm�j)�the mth order colower partial moment be-
tween the return rates Rj of the security Sj, and Rm of the market portfolio 
7 
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X m � 
rrp POO 
CLPMm{rF-,XMj)= / / —F — RMr-i{rF - Rj)dFx彻,Rjy 
JRm=—oo JRj~—oo 
(2.9) 
and where LPM^(ri?; Xm) is defined as the mth order lower partial moment 
of the return rate on the market portfolio. In the case that the securities' 
rates of return follow normal distribution, this result is indeed the CAPM 
in the mean-variance framework. Thus, we can view this equilibrium model 
in the capital market as an extension of the traditional capital asset pricing 
model. 
In 1977，Fishburn [7] extended the general LPM model to the (a, t) model 
in which the risk is defined by a two-parameter function, that is 
F a W = r { t - R x T d F { R x ) , a > 0 , (2.10) 
J—oo 
where a is the level of the investor's risk tolerance, and t is the target return 
rate. The different values of a can approximate a wide variety of attitudes 
towards the risk of falling below the target return rate. The (a, t) model 
describes the choice by the maximum expected value when all return rates 
are above the target, and it exhibits a tendency to avoid distributions hav-
ing below-target return rates. If the investor concerns the failure to meet 
the target without particular regard to the amount, a small value of a is 
appropriate. On the other hand, if small deviations below the target are 
relatively harmless when compared to large deviations, a larger value of a is 
indicated. Furthermore, a = 1 is the point which separates risk-seeking from 
risk-averse behavior with regard to return rates below the target. Thereafter, 
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some heuristic algorithms are developed for solving the portfolio optimiza-
tion model with the LPM risk measure and the {a,t) model. Nawrocki 
22] provided a linear programming LPM heuristic algorithm based on the 
reward-lower partial moment (R/LPM) ratios. He showed that the skewness 
of the portfolio can be managed using the R/LPM algorithm. In Nawrocki's 
studies [23], he also found that there is a direct relationship between the 
parameters in the (a, t) model and the skewness of the portfolio. 
Besides the lower partial moment risk measure, stochastic dominance 
(SD) is also a very powerful downside risk analysis tool. It converts the 
probability distribution of an investment into a cumulative probability curve. 
In 1969, Hadar and Russell [8] showed that the SD rules provide admissible 
sets of alternatives under restrictions on all possible risk-averse utility as-
sumptions. Let Fx and Fy be the cumulative distributions of two distinct 
uncertain options, X and Y. They defined that X dominates Y in the sense 
of the second degree stochastic dominance (SSD) if and only if 
S 4 % ) VryeSR, (2.11) 
where 
4 % ) = 厂 F x m i V" G 况， （2.12) 
J—oo 
which is denoted as X ^(2) Y. Similarly, the kth degree stochastic dominance 
(kSD) rule was proposed by Whitmore [29]. X dominates Y in the relation 
of the kth degree stochastic dominance (X ^(�^) Y) if and only if 
4 % ) V v e R , (2.13) 
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where 
F^x\ri) = r Vrye 况. （2.14) 
J — CX3 
Moreover, Whit more proved that the kSD rule is similar to the third degree 
stochastic dominance (TSD) rule and the difference is just that under the 
kSD rule there are {k — 1) required integrals rather than two. 
In 1978, Levy and Kroll [16] derived various formulations of the SD rules 
with and without the riskless asset. When the riskless asset exists, they de-
noted the stochastic dominance analysis as SDR, and found that the SDR 
rules provide a sharper decision relative to the SD rules. Hence, a smaller effi-
cient set of risky options is obtained under the SDR rules. Furthermore, Levy 
15] studied the effectiveness and applications of the SD rules, and showed 
that the SSDR rule is very efficient, namely it reduces the efficient set signif-
icantly. In addition, the consistence between the mean-semivariance model 
and the second degree stochastic dominance was presented by Ogryczak and 
Ruszczynski in [25]. In the mean-semideviation model, the central semidevi-
ation is defined as follows, 
(ff^x , \ lA 
= / ’ A: = l � 2 ’ - - . � (2.15) 
\J-oo J 
where Px denotes the probability of the random variable X , lx<nx denotes 
the indicator function of the event { X < / ix} , and 
roo 
^x := E{X} = / 的(dO. (2.16) 
J—oo 
In particular, for k = 1, (2.16) represents the absolute semideviation, and 
for k = 2, (2.16) represents the standard semideviation. Then the necessary 
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condition for the stochastic dominance relation X Y is, 
f i x - XSP > f i Y - VA G [0,1]. (2.17) 
Therefore, they proved that if the weight of the semideviation in the compos-
ite objective does not exceed the weight of the expected value, the solutions 
for the maximization of simplified objective functionals of the form 
f^ x - XSP, (2.18) 
where A G [0，1] are efficient in terms of the stochastic dominance rule. This 
may help to quickly identify a smaller feasible set for complex decision prob-
lems under uncertainty. 
11 
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An Index Tracking Model with 
Downside Chance Risk 
Measure 
In this chapter, we first define the downside risk measure. Then, under the as-
sumption that the assets' rates of return are jointly normally distributed, the 
mean-downside chance financial index tracking model is formulated, where 
the riskless asset exists and short-selling of the assets is allowed. In addition, 
a simple optimal investment strategy is derived explicitly by using the KKT 
optimality conditions, and the efficient frontier of this portfolio optimization 
problem is expressed analytically. Finally, we will use the optimal scheme for 
the single-stage problem to approach a feasible scheme for the corresponding 
multi-stage framework. 
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3.1 Statement of the Model 
In this section, we will define the slack random variable, describe the mth 
moment downside risk measure, and construct the corresponding portfolio 
selection model to track the financial index under the downside chance risk 
measure. We consider a single period portfolio selection problem. There is a 
certain financial index that we wish to beat by forming a portfolio consisting 
of risky and riskless assets. The financial index can be the stock index itself, 
or a given target. 
Notation: 
Sj = the jth risky asset, j = 1, • • •, n; 
So = the riskless asset; 
I = the financial index in the market; 
R = the riskless rate of return; 
= the return rate of the jth. risky asset Sj, j = 1, • •.，n; 
= the return rate of the financial index / ; 
i = 
Xj = the proportion of the initial wealth invested into the jth risky 
asset Sj, j = 1 , … ’ 71; 
Xo = the proportion of the riskless asset 5o； 
工 — (工 1，• • •，工n)， 
X 一 （工0，...，工n). 
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Consider a portfolio x where = 1, as a feasible portfolio. There-
fore, when shortselling of the assets is allowed, the feasible region for the 
portfolio selection problem is the set of all feasible portfolios, namely 
f n ] 
F := <x = (0：0�... ’ : ^Xj = l,x E 况打+丄 > . 
I 3=0 J 
Let E^ be the mathematical expectation of a random variable Define 
Ho ：= E^ o and � : = E J ^ , j = 1厂.• 
Namely, /iq and jij are the expected rates of return of the financial index 
and the jth risky asset, respectively. Denote p, := (jii,…，/in) as the n-
dimensional vector of the expected return rates of the risky assets. Hence, 
the expected rate of return on a portfolio x = {xq, . . . , Xn) is 
E [Rxo + i^x) = Rxo + fi^x. (3.1) 
Let the covariance matrix between��and ^ be 
八 ho hF 
if :=cov( fo ,0 = 八’ 
h H 
where we denote ho as the variance of the financial index, h as the covariance 
vector between the risky assets and the financial index, and H as the covari-
ance matrix of the risky assets. Without loss of generality, we assume H 0, 
which implies that there is no redundant asset in the market, so any risky 
asset or the financial index can not be expressed as a linear combination of 
others. 
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Consider a portfolio x G 况"“+丄，the slack random variable is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 3.1.1 The slack random variable of the rate of return on a port-
folio X with respect to the financial index I is defined as 
r}{x) := - Rxo - i'^x. (3.2) 
To measure the risk we may use either the probability of the downside of 
the portfolio with respect to the financial index, namely, Prob{77(a;) > 0}, or 
any higher order moment of the downside, namely, E (“⑷十广，m = 1，2,…， 
where we define 
X if x > 0, 
= < 
0 else. 
In the remaining part of this chapter, we will discuss the case where the 
probability of the downside is regarded as our risk measure. This risk mea-
sure is referred to as the downside chance, because only the right hand tail 
of the distribution of the slack random variable is used in the calculation. As 
usual, an investor is assumed to maximize the expected rate of return of his 
investment, but on the other hand, wish to constrain the risk below a certain 
level. 
Accordingly, the corresponding portfolio selection model (P) is formulated 
15 
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as the following 
(P) maximize Rxq + [iFx 
subject to Prob("(x) > 0) < (3.3) 
sF'i = 1. 
where 5 G [0,1] is the expected downside chance of a potential investor, and 
i stands for the vector of all-ones with appropriate dimension. A feasible 
portfolio is said to be efficient if it is optimal for Problem (P) on a certain S. 
Let the associated objective value be / i � . T h e n , the point ((5，"⑷）is called 
an efficient point Moreover, the efficient frontier is defined as the set of all 
efficient points, for which Problem (P) admits an attainable optimal solution. 
3.2 Efficient Frontier 
In this section, we will prove the convexity of the mean-downside chance 
index tracking model, derive the KKT optimality conditions, and discuss 
solution procedures for approaching the optimal portfolio and the efficient 
frontier for this problem. Throughout this thesis, we make the following as-
sumption. 
Assumption 3.2.1 The return rates of the financial index I and the jth 
risky assets Sj, j = 1，...，n，are jointly normally distributed. 
A 
From the assets' rates of return side, f � a n d ^ are jointly distributed as a 
normal random variable. Consequently, the slack random variable r}{x) also 
16 
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follows normal distribution. 
According to the last constraint of Problem (P), we have 
Xo = 1 — X^i. 
Therefore, we can rewrite the slack ri{x) as 
" � = C o - (1 - - i^x 
=Co-R - {i-RiY X. (3.4) 
Obviously, the expectation of the slack r]{x) is, 
Ei]{x) = E^ o - - E [{i - Rifx 
=叫-R - (Jj^ - Rif X, (3.5) 
and the variance of the slack 7]{x) is, 
a^{r]{x)) = Erj^ix) - E^r]{x) 
=E fo'- - 2$o {i — RlYx-^ B? + 2R - Rif x 
RP -j 2 
(i - Ri) (1 -Ri) X — [/i�� i? - (/i _ Rif x] 
= / i o + - - 2 {x^h + x^A/^ o) + 2iioRl^x + i?^  
+2R{fL - Rifx + x^Hx + [rr^(/i - Rl)^ 
-l4 + 2Riio + - — B? 
-2R{ji — Rifx - [x'^iil 一 
=ho - 2h^x + x^Hx. (3.6) 
Hence, the slack random variable ri{x) follows a normal distribution: 
v{x)�iV ("0 — —（A - ho - 2h^x + x'^Hx) . (3.7) 
17 
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In other words, in this case, the downside chance of the rate of return 
on the portfolio x with respect to the financial index I can be expressed 
explicitly as follows, 
roo I (t-(Mo-(A-fl0^x))' 
Prob{r7(a;) > 0} = / e 汝 
) 。 和 { h o — 2h^x + x^Hx) 
= 厂 , 1 
“ 。 • 叫 � ^ 2 7 r {ho-2h^x + x^Hx) 
？ 
广 1 
= I ， 一 ( 一 T i 流 2 办 
^ ^ ( /io — (A — Ri^Vx \ , � 
= 1 — 少 - / T ， （3-8) 
\ yho — 2h/x + x^Hx 
where 
^{x) := f 
J-oo yJlL'K 
is the distribution function of the standard normal random variable 1). 
Furthermore, the expected rate of return on the portfolio x is 
E (^Rxo + i^x) = R(1- X'^L) + jl^x 
=R-\-(fi- Rifx. (3.9) 
Thus, Problem (3.3) is equivalent to the following, 
maximize {a — RlYx 
(3.10) 
subject to 1 - <E> {f{x)) < 8, 
where we define 
/ � : = 务 叫 T, . (3.11) 
yho- 2hTx + x^Hx 
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Without loss of generality, we assume that {fi - Rl) is not an all zero 
vector, since for otherwise, we only need invest all the initial wealth on the 
riskless asset. 
Since, 
,⑷ 二 (/x-Rifx-jUp + R 
y - H-^h))^ [h-2{X - F - i / i ) ) +ho- h^H-^h 
_ ( A - RifH-^h 一 "0 + + {H-'2 (/i - m))T (应* (工 _ H-^h)) 
y{hH^ - [h^x - H-^h)) +/io- hTH-ifi 




Go := ho - K^H'^h, 
Co ：= (A - Rif H-^h - HQ+ R, 
and assuming that Cq > 0 (in the later analysis, we will show that if this 
assumption does not hold, then the feasible set of this optimization problem 
will be empty), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.2 Suppose that cq := {ft - Rif H-^h - "o + 丑 2 0. Then the 
function f{x) is uniformly bounded, and the bounds on f{x) are as follows 
-iidi < m < 參"2 
ao 
19 
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The proof is lengthy, which is available in Appendix D. 
We consider the objective function of the portfolio optimization problem 
(3.10). Since we have 
(/i — Ri)T X 
=(A - RlY (a； - H-^h) + (A - Rif H-^h 
= c ^ y + Co + Mo - (3.13) 
Problem (3.10) becomes 
maximize cFy 
/ T � (3.14) 
subject to J+^^y ) <5. 
\ V y'^y+ao J 
Because <!>(•) is an increasing function, Problem (3.14) is equivalent to 
maximize cFy 
T (3.15) 
subject to c广C y 
v yTy+ao 
For Problem (3.15) under a certain risk level 5, we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.3 When S € 1 - <J> f V S Z ^ ^ ， i — m\c\\)\ the portfolio 
- V / / 
selection problem (P) is a convex programming problem. 
Proof. Since 5 € fl - ^ / ^ A P Z ^ A i _ ^ we have 
L V a� 乂’ ^ V 
丨 一 。 
Go 
20 
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We convert the optimization problem (3.15) into the following, 
maximize cFy 
r ^ (3.16) 
subject to 如Ty + < h^y + 知， 
where 
0 .一 少一 1(1—<5)， 
If the feasible set for this problem is not empty, let y be a feasible solution 
of this problem. Because ao > 0 and |{6|| =」丨(。|_《)< 1, we have 
and 
bTy + bo< ||6|| . I丨+ 6o < \\y\\ + bo. 
Since y should satisfy the constraint of Problem (3.16), we have 
12/11 < \jyTy + aQ < h^y + 6o < \\y\\ + bo. 
To ensure the feasible set is not empty, we must assume that bo > 0, which 
is corresponding to our previous assumption cq > 0. 
Because the objective function of Problem (3.16) is a linear function, we 
only need show that the constraint of Problem (3.16) is a convex set of y. 
Let 
g{y) = \JyTy + a�— b^y — bo 
= —b y - bo, 
L y J 
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which is a convex function due to the convexity of the Euclidean norm. 
Therefore, g{y) < 0 is a convex set, which is in fact the intersection of a 
second order cone and an affine space. Consequently, Problem (3.16) is a 
convex programming problem. 口 
For finding the optimal solution for the portfolio selection model (P)，we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.4 The optimal portfolio of the financial index tracking model 
under the downside chance risk measure is determined by the following rules: 
(a) If the expected downside chance ^ G [1 — $ (||c||)，1]，then the expected 
rate of return on the optimal portfolio is positive infinity; 
(b) If the expected downside chance 8e 1 - <l> ，i _ $(||c||)), 
then the optimal portfolio is 
Jbl — ao + ao l^l ^ -\-bo\b . i . , 
= ” _ � • ) ^ H - n + H - � (3.17) 
and the corresponding expected rate of return is 
� - ao + ao 6 2 + 6O 6 , 
"0 + — + ^ 1 — b 1丨列屯-1(1 — 外（ 3 . 1 8 ) 
(c) If the expected downside chance 5 G [o, 1 - $ / 翻几 
L V J J 
there is no feasible portfolio for this portfolio selection problem. 
Proof. When 5 G [1 -歪(一||c||)，1], we have - 6) < -||c||. Since the 
function f{x) is bounded as 
ao 
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the constraint of Problem (3.15) is always satisfied. Therefore the feasible 
set for this problem is the whole 况"space, and the maximum objective value 
is positive infinity. 
When S € [0.5’ 1 -少(一||c||))，then we have -||c|| < - 5) < 0. It 




subject to cTy > 歪一1(1 - S)y/y'^y + Oq - Cq. 
As 112/丨 I —> +00, the objective function cFy can also go to +oo. However, 
at this time, since - S) < 0 and yjy^y + a�—^ +oo, then the right 
hand side of the constraint — + ao — cq —oo. Hence, when 
\y\\ —>• +00, the constraint of the optimization problem (3.19) is always sat-
isfied. Meanwhile, the optimal objective value of this problem is positive 
infinity. 
When G [1 - $(||c||), 0.5), we have 0 < i ( l - S) < ||c||. Let y be 
parallel to the vector c, such that 
y = kc, 
where A; is a constant. Then, 
/ ⑷ = 了 0 + cTy 
yjy'^y + ao 




C lim f(x) = = ||c||, 
fc->+oo c 
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and we have 
so 
< lim f(x). 
+00 
Hence, when k —> +00, the feasible solution for Problem (3.15) exists, while 
the optimal objective value is 
lim (Fy = lim = +00. 
fc—>-+oo k—*+oo 
When ，1 _ 丨 |c||)),观 have proven that Prob-
lem (3.15) is a convex programming problem. We will derive an analytical 
solution for this problem in the following analysis. First, we apply the KKT 
optimality conditions on Problem (3.16). Let us introduce the Lagrangian 
multiplier of Problem (3.16): 
L = Jy + KyJyTy + ao - h^y - bo). (3.20) 
The optimal solution must satisfy the optimality conditions of Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker, which are 
礼 （ \ 
A " —6 =0， (3.21) 
- bTy - 60 < 0, (3.22) 
入 2 0， (3.23) 
A + - bTy - bo) = 0. (3.24) 
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Because the vector c is not an all zero vector, we have A 0. Then, the 
optimal objective value is attained on the boundary of the feasible set, and 
the KKT optimality conditions can be re-written as follows 
I J - ( 3 - 2 5 ) 
V r y + cLQ A 
+ = + (3.26) 
b^y + 60 > 0, (3.27) 
A > 0. (3.28) 
From (3.25) and (3.26), we have 
, r ^ cJy'^y + ao 
y = byJy^y-\-ao 
二 (3.29) 
Let "1 = bTy + bo and "2 = Then, from (3.27) and (3.28), it follows 
that vi > 0, 1^2 > 0. Hence, 
y =站—"2C. (3.30) 
From (3.26), we obtain 
(b^b - 1) - 2h^cuiV2 + J c v l + « � = •. (3.31) 
Because 
= bTy + bo 
= — C"2) + 知 
=U i b ^ b — "2 厂 c + bo, 
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we have 
bTb - 1 bo , � 
= + (3.32) 
Consequently, it is clear from (3.31) that 
( A - 1 ) " 卜 2 為 " 1 + 奠 + a � = 0. (3.33) 
The discriminant for this quadratic equation (3.33) is 
A 462 ^ / 1 \ / bl \ 
4 , 
=Wb V 0 ~ + aobTb) • (3.34) 
Consider the constraint of the original portfolio selection model (3.16), which 
is 
yTy + ciQ < (VV + 6o)2 
Hence, we have the following inequality, 
(1 一 b^b) \\yf — 26�丨丨丨.112/11 + ao - < 0. (3.35) 
Because |6丨丨 < 1, we obtain 1 — iFb > 0. If the feasible solution for Problem 
(3.16) exists, there also exists the feasible solution for the above inequality. 
Therefore, the discriminant of of the quadratic in on the left hand side 
of (3.35) should be non-negative, that is 
A2 二 Abl\\br-4{l-bH) {ao-bl) 
= 4 ( -ao + a�||6||2 + > 0. (3.36) 
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As a result, we have Ai > 0, and there are two roots for the quadratic 
equation (3.33), which are 




Thus, the corresponding y* is 
y* = 
,,bTb-1 bo ^ 
= ^ K - M , (3.37) 
and the optimal objective function of Problem (3.16) is 
= 少 — 6o). (3.38) 
The optimal value increases with respect to Hence we select the greater 
root of the equation (3.33), that is 
* bo + IMJbo - ao + aoWbW^ 
= • (3.39) 
At this optimal point, the optimal solution for Problem (3.16) is 
* — b (bo + \\b\\yJbl-ao + ao\\b\\^ \ 
y = W [ T^ W 
\ / 
Jbl - ao + flolHP + 6O||6| 
= — • ) • “ ~ b . (3.40) 
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Accordingly, the optimal allocation of the risky assets is 
X* = H-2y* + H-^h 
= 聞 - 二 〜 • + 片 — 、 
0 (1 — 6 勺 
and the maximum expected rate of return is 
{fi-RLfx*-\-R 
Jbl - ao aoWbW^ + bo\\b\\ ^^ . 
=-""""_(1_丨剛 c^b+iRL-flfH-'h + R 
1, r� - a � + ao|H|2 + 丨6丨 1 
= + + ———1- b^ — 
Finally, when b G 0’ 1 — $ ，we have $—1(1 - b) > 
Because -||c|| < / � < the feasible set is empty. 
Therefore, the optimal solution of Problem (P) does not exist. 
The proof is completed. • 
By now, we have found the efficient portfolio for a certain h. For varying 
(5, we can find the efficient frontier of this portfolio selection model by solving 
a series of convex programs. 
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3.3 Application of the Downside Chance In-
dex Tracking Model 
In this section, we will apply the algorithm for the single-stage financial in-
dex tracking model with the downside chance risk measure to search for a 
feasible strategy for a multi-stage portfolio selection problem. We consider 
an investor in a m-stage investment period [0,T]. Assume that the trading 
of assets is self-financed, and the transaction cost and consumptions are ig-
nored. There are m identical sub-investment periods during [0,T . 
Notation: 
to = the original decision point (the starting time of the whole 
investment period); 
ti 二 the zth decision point (the starting time of the ith sub-investment 
period), i = 1 , … ’ m — 1; 
tm = the end of the whole investment period T; 
(ji = the return rate of the jth risky asset Sj, j = 1, 2, • • •, n, 
at the ith decision point ti, i = 0’ 1，…，m; 
Ri = the riskless return rate at time ti, z = 0,1, • • • ,m; 
^oi = the return rate of the financial index I is at time ti, 
i 二 0,1，...，m; 
ii = (fii，….，?ni)，i = 0, V . . , m ; 
xoi = the proportion of the riskless asset at time ti, i = 0,1, • • • ,m; 
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Xji = the proportion of the jth risky asset Sj at time h, j = 1,…，n, 
i = 0，1，…，m; 
Xi = (xh, • • ' 2 = 0,1, • • • ,m. 
We define the expected return rates of the financial index I and the jth 
risky asset Sj at time ti as 
"oi := E^ oi and := E � , j = 1’ 2，... ’ n, 
respectively. Denote fii := {nu,. •.，"„《)，i = 0，1,. ••’ m，as tlie n-dimensional 
vector of the expected return rates of the risky assets. The covariance matrix 
between the financial index and the risky assets at time ti, i = 0 ,1 , . . . , m, 
is defined as follows, 
订 , " � [ " o i hj 
_ hi Hi 
where we denote hoi as the variance of the financial index at time U, hi as 
the covariance vector between the risky assets and the financial index at time 
ti, and Hi as the covariance matrix of the risky assets at time U. Without 
loss of generality, we assume the covariance matrix i^i, z = 0,1, • • •, m, to be 
positive definite. 
At time to, the investor constructs a portfolio consisting of riskless and 
risky assets, and at time ti, i = 1,2, • • • ,m - 1, the investor will revise his 
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portfolio. Depending on the observed information up to time U, the investor 
can change his existing proportions of the wealth invested in the riskless and 
risky assets. 
Consider a portfolio of riskless and risky assets Xi at time ti, where 
J2j=o ^ji — 1. When shortselling of the assets is allowed, the feasible re-
gion for the portfolio selection problem at time 亡《，i = 0,1,. • •, m，is the set 
of all feasible portfolios; that is 
From Ej=o 工 ji = 1，we have Xoi = 1 - xji, for i = 0，1，...，m. Here, we 
assume that the assets' rates of return in different investment periods are 
independent. Under a given risk level 6, the portfolio optimization problem 
(PT) in the m-stage investment horizon [0, T] is formulated as follows, 
(PT) maximize [Af^Z + M l - x j i ) + 1 
subject to P {nT=o\iT^i + m - + 1 ) > n S ' K o i + l ) ) > e - ' 
(3.41) 
where jijxi + Ri{l — xji) + 1 is the expected rate of return on the portfolio 
Xi during the ith sub-investment horizon, ifxi + Ri{l — xft) + 1 is the rate of 
return on the portfolio Xi during the zth sub-investment horizon, and o^i + 1 
is the rate of return of the financial index during the zth sub-investment 
horizon. In this model, our objective is to maximize the expected portfolio 
rate of return at time tm, while subject to the probability of the upside of 
the portfolio rate of return with respect to the financial index rate of return 
at time tm = T greater than a certain risk level. 
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Consider the zth single-stage portfolio selection problem (Pi) in the in-
vestment period [U,力 i+i], i = 0，1,... ’ m — 1， 
(Pi) maximize (fii — RiiYxi 
(3.42) 
subject to F(r] {xi )<0) > 1 -
where we define r]{xi) as the slack random variable at the decision point ti, 
such that 
Vi^i) - = ^oi- ifxi - RiXoi 
rpt 
= ^ o i - R i - {ii - Rii) Xi. (3.43) 
Applying the algorithm for solving the single-stage portfolio optimization 
model, we can find a feasible solution for the optimization problem (Px) 
according the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.1 The optimal strategy for the single-stage financial index track-
ing model (P) in each sub-investment period [U, U+i], i = 0,1, • • •, m — 
provides a feasible strategy for Problem (Pt)-
Proof. From the constraint of Problem (Pi), we have 
/m—l m—l \ 
p n 頃 l i + — ^ r o + i ) > n ( foi+1) \ i=0 i=0 / 
m—l 
> IIP (eT^ i + 私(1 - xJL) > ？oi) 
i = 0 ( > 1—— -V "V 
~ (3.44) 
Therefore, if we optimize Problem (Pj) in each sub-investment period [i^ , U^i], 
the corresponding optimal portfolio at each decision point ti, i = 0,1,…’ m-
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1, also satisfies the constraint of Problem (PT). Therefore, these portfolios 
provide a feasible solution for Problem (PT). • 
In each sub-investment period [U, t^+i], i = 0,1, . . •，m-1, we assume that 
the rates of return of the financial index and the risky assets still follow jointly 
normal distribution. Then the slack r](xi), follows a normal distribution, that 
is 
Vi^i)�N ("oi - Ri-{fii- RiiYxi, hoi - 2hjxi + xjHiXi^ • (3.45) 
Consequently, for a certain risk level ^ , if the optimal portfolio for Problem 
(Pi), i = 0’ 1’ …，m — 1, exists, that is 
= ^k + Hr'hi, (3.46) 
where, 
doi '•= hoi — hi H~ hi, 
u .一 
〜Ml-去）， 
I ._ (fii-RitfH-^hi-fXoi+Ri 
如i " " " " ^ . 
Then, the corresponding expected rate of return in the whole investment 
period [0，T] is 
Tifi [ I A 不 -1 ,1 J � , yJ^oi-aoi + aoi\\bi\\^ + boi\\bi\\ j “ 
n /"Oz + o^i^  + ^ M屯 1 - — + 1 • 
(3.47) 
Although this investment strategy is not optimal, it provides a simple and 
sensible strategy for the investor to invest in a multi-stage investment hori-
zon. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we show the formulation and the properties of the portfolio 
optimization model under the downside chance risk measure. Moreover, we 
prove that this problem is a convex programming problem. Hence, by using 
the KKT optimality conditions, an optimal investment strategy for the index 
tracking problem under the downside chance risk measure can be generated 
analytically by a simple scheme. However, for applying this optimal strategy, 
we should beware of not using too small and too large risk level 5 due to the 
probability of the downside is bounded. Furthermore, we have also shown 
how the whole efficient frontier of the optimization problem can be computed. 
In addition, we use the optimal investment strategy for the single-stage model 
to find a feasible strategy for the corresponding multi-stage model. 
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Index Tracking Models with 
High Order Moment Downside 
Risk Measure 
In this chapter, we extend the risk measure to any higher order moment 
of the downside and analyze the properties of the index tracking problems 
with high order moment downside risk measure. Specifically, we formulate a 
portfolio optimization model where the downside deviation from the financial 
index is penalized. Finally, we use a two-step framework to find the optimal 
portfolio for this model. 
4.1 Statement of the Models 
In this section, we will use the mth moment of the downside as the risk 
measure, and formulate the corresponding portfolio selection model to track 
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the financial index under this risk measure. In the previous analysis, the 
probability of the downside can be regarded as the zeroth moment downside 
of the slack r}{x). Obviously, we do not have to be restricted to the proba-
bility of the downside as our risk measure. Any higher order moment of the 
downside can be used if decided appropriately. In particular, we consider 
the mth moment of the downside as an investor's risk measure, where the 
integer m > 1. 
Let E (77(2；)+广 be the mth moment downside of the slack t](x). Then 
for a given risk level S, the portfolio selection model (P^) under the mth 
moment downside risk measure is formulated as follows 
CPm) maxmize (u — RlYx 
(4.1) 
subject to E (r]{x)+f < 5. 
For the mth moment of the downside E (77(0:)+广，we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.1.1 The mth moment of the downside E (77(3;)+)"^  is convex over 
the feasible region of x. 
Proof. Let 
/�—M"，rn>l. 
Obviously, f{t) is a non-decreasing and convex function of t. Since the slack 
random variable 77(0;) is linear with respect to x, firjix)) = (77(0;)+广 is 
convex in x. Therefore, the mth moment of the downside E (“⑷十广 is a 
convex function. • 
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Consequently, for Problem (Pm), we are maximizing a linear function 
over a convex set. So Problem (P^) is a convex optimization problem, and 
standard convex programming algorithms can be used to solve it. 
Let x{S) = {xi{S), •. • be an optimal solution for Problem (Pm), 
which depends on the parameter 6. We define 
v{6) := {fl-RLfx{6), (4.2) 
as the optimal objective value of (Pm). 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.2 is a non-decreasing concave function. 
As in Chapter 3，we assume that the return rates of the financial index 
I and the jth risky assets Sj, j = 1, • • • are jointly normally distributed. 
Hence, ri{x) follows a normal distribution, such that 
7}(x)�N {jiQ — R - (^[l - RlYx, ho - 2h^x + x'^Hx) . (4.3) 
Accordingly, the mth moment of the downside E (77(2:)+广 is, 
fOO 1 (t-(Mo-R-(M-.Rt)'^ x))^  
E {r]{x)+r = / 严 , e" 2( ‘2 /^ ' jWxr"�改. 
九 v^27r("o - 2hTx + x^Hx) 
For notational simplicity, we denote 
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Then, we may further write 
roo 1 (t-At(x))^  
E (咖)+广=L t - T ^ 严 d t 
roo 1 
= / , PT- , � e 碗 dy 
" 韶 v27r 
roo 
一 cr(:c) 
/ ^ / \ \ 
/ oo I 爪 rn 
^ E crixYKxr-^s^ 伙 s)ds 
� V=o V j / 
= E l " 1 咖,••广 ( - g ) ， （4.6) 
j=o \ j J \ 明乂 
where roo := / s � ( s ) d s , j = 0’ 1，•.. ’ m, 
Jx 
and is the density function of a standard normally distributed random 
variable. It can be difficult to deal with such a risk measure function for 
m > 2 . However, it may still be possible to work with m = 1. 
4.2 Mean-Downside Deviation Financial In-
dex Tracking Model 
111 this section, we will formulate the financial index tracking problem with 
the first moment downside (namely, the downside deviation) risk measure. 
An algorithm for solving the portfolio selection model based on the downside 
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deviation risk measure is proposed. 
In the case when m = 1, we have 
V啦)乂 V 咖乂 
roo roo 1 2 
/ � [ i ^f 誦 ] ( � 1 ( -織 
L V 力 V ^ 
For a given risk level S, we construct the portfolio selection model (Pj) 
under the downside deviation risk measure as follows, 
(Pi) maximize {jl — RlYx 
subject to ( 韻 ) + ( 類 ) < 
Because 
(t{x) = \//io - + x^Hx 
1 / � „ ^ i � 
| � 1 "0 1 \ 
1 - x 八 > 0 , 
乂 A h ii —X y 
we can convert Problem (4.8) into 
maximize (u, — Ri)'^x 
(4.9) 
subject to 9{x)^e{x)) + m x ) ) < 南， 
where we denote 
c r � 
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To solve Problem (4.9), we only need to find the optimal solution for a 
two-step optimization problem (Pj) stated as follows. 
Step 1. Optimize the following function 
max/((7), (4.10) 
<7 
where f { a ) is defined in Step 2. 
Step 2. For a fixed parameter a, solve the optimization problem as 
follows, 
maximize (/i — RLYX 
subject to (j{x) = a (4.11) 
6{xMe{x)) + mx)) < I 
The optimal objective value of this problem is denoted as / ( a ) . 
For Problem (Pi) and Problem (P'l)，we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.1 The two step optimization problem (P{) is equivalent to 
Problem (PJ. 
Proof. Let x* be the optimal solution for Problem (Pi) and (Pi) = v* be 
the corresponding optimal objective value. Let x'* be the optimal solution of 
Problem (P^) and ？;(P'l) = v'* be the corresponding optimal objective value. 
Obviously, x'* is a feasible solution for Problem (P'l), and satisfies the con-
straints of Problem (4.11), then x'* also satisfies the constraint of Problem 
(4.9). Therefore, x'* is a feasible solution for Problem (Pi) and we have 
v'* < v*. 
Let us assume that v'* < v*. For Problem (4.11), let a* = cr(x*), then x* 
is a feasible solution for Problem (4.11) with respect to a*. Since v* is the 
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corresponding objective value of x*, hence v'* > v*. There is a contradiction 
with our assumption. Then we have v* = v'*, and Problem (Pi) is equivalent 
to Problem (Pi). • 
For Problem (4.11), denote 
G(x) := x^(x) + (/)(x). (4.12) 
Clearly, 
dG(x) \ " \ 1 
dx • 
= ^ ( x ) > 0, 
hence is an increasing function. Denote as the inverse func-
tion of G(x), then is also an increasing function. Therefore, the last 
constraint of Problem (4.11) can be rewritten as 
< I, 
^ G-HS/a), 
^ (A - R i f X > H o - R - crG-^ (V-^)- (4.13) 
Obviously, the right hand side of this constraint is a constant for given 5 and 
a, and the left hand side is the same as the objective function of Problem 
(4.11). 
Consider the following optimization problem, 
maximize (w — RiYx 
(4.14) 
subject to (j(a;) = a. 
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For a fixed a, if the optimal objective value of Problem (4.14) is greater than 
the right hand side of the inequality (4.13)，then the optimal solution for 
Problem (4.14) is also the optimal solution for Problem (4.11). Otherwise, 
for this fixed a, there is no feasible solution for Problem (4.11) and we define 
/ � = - o o . 
Problem (4.14) is a quadratic optimization problem. By virtue of the 
KKT optimality conditions, we can solve this problem analytically. The 
optimal solution for Problem (4.14) is, 
眷 仏 二 二 ” - — 、 ( 4 . 1 5 ) 
and the corresponding optimal objective value is 
f{a) = — /^ o + hTH-�hyjl — Rl)th-i(J1 - Rl) + (A - RifH-�. 
(4.16) 
Denote 
g{a,5) = iio-R- aG-\6/a) - (A - RifH-^h 
一\/(沪 一 + hTH-ihXfi — - RL). (4.17) 
Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.2 For any fixed J > 0，the function S) is a convex and 
coercive function in a; that is 
已 f J J) > 0 and lim g{a, (5) = +oo. 
OCT (T—+00 
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Accordingly, when we fix 5, for any a, consider a portfolio x. If g{cr, J) > 
0，this portfolio is infeasible for Problem (4.9). For the given risk level we 
have a lemma as follows. 
Lemma 4.2.3 For Problem (Pi), there exists a 5 � � 0 such that: 
(a) If S > ^Oj then 3a, 5) < 0，so the optimal solution for Problem 
(Pi) exists; 
(b) If6< So, then Va, g{a, S) > 0； so the feasible set for Problem (Pi) is 
empty. 
Proof. Because S) is convex on a, for proving 3a, g{a, S) < 0, it is 
equivalent to proving inf^ < 0. Since g{a, decreases with respect 
to S, info- 的 also decreases with respect to S. From (D.5) and (D.6), we 
have 
lim inf g(a, 6) = - lim inf G -丄(〜的=-oo , (4.18) 
and 
lim inf g(G, b) = - lim inf G—i ( 倘 = + o o . (4.19) 
5—>0+ CT 5—>0+ CT \ ' 
Hence, the result follows. • 
For finding such a 60, consider the first moment of the downside E {ri{x)+Y. 
We have the lemma as follows. 
Lemma 4.2.4 There is a lower bound for the first moment downside of the 
slack E 
Proof. For any a; G F, we have 
E ( ” � + )1 = . l.,(x)>l} + E{77(x)+ . l^ (a;)<l} 
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> E{”Or) • 1”�>1} 
^ E{1 . l”(a;)>l} 
=F{ri{x) > 1). 
From (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), it follows 
V 咖 咖 ) 
= 
V 咖 y 
According to Lemma 3.2.2, it is easy to prove that ^ ^ ^ is bounded. Denote 
the upper bound of 1 :馆 )= u , then we have 
E ( ? 7 � + ) i > 1 - (4.20) 
The result follows. • 
Therefore, we define 
(5o:= mfE(7](xU)\ (4.21) 
CC 
Since we have proved that E{r]{x)+Y is smooth and convex in x, by using 
Newton's Method, we can find the minimum value of this function. Hence, 
for a given S > O^j obviously, f{a) is an increasing function of a. We can 
search from the minimum a to +00 to find the optimal a*, and the corre-
sponding X* is the optimal solution for Problem (Pi). 
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4.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have extended the risk measure to higher order moments 
of the downside. Particularly, we consider the portfolio selection model under 
the first moment downside risk measure. Accordingly, an algorithm to search 
the optimal objective value and the optimal solution in a two-step framework 




In this chapter, we have two series of numerical experiments to evaluate 
the performance of the models that we analyzed in the previous chapters. 
First, we compute the efficient frontiers of the financial index tracking models 
under the downside chance and downside deviation risk measures. Then, 
we compare the monthly expected rates of return of the optimal portfolios 
generated by these two models as well as the monthly expected rate of return 
of the relevant financial index. 
5.1 Data Analysis 
In this section, we will use the real data to estimate the parameters for 
the portfolio selection models. In the numerical experiments, we used the 
historical data of the Hong Kong Stock Market. The closing prices of the 
stocks were collected from two databases, the Financial Engineering Labora-
tory, Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management, the 
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Chinese University of Hong Kong, and the Data Library Services of the Com-
puter Services Center, the Chinese University of Hong Kong. We selected 
totally seventy-two stocks in the Hong Kong Stock Market, including the 
thirty-three blue chips and thirty-nine the so-called red chips (Hong Kong 
China Affiliated Corporations) from January 1st, 1996 to December 31st, 
2002, which are listed in Appendix A. Moreover, we have chosen the Hong 
Kong Hang Seng Index (HSI) as the underlying financial index, which is the 
financial index to be beaten in the portfolio optimization models studied in 
the previous chapters. 
To estimate the monthly expected rate of return Hj of the jtli risky stock 
Sj, we used the historical data of the relevant stock. In particular, we used 
the realization of the return rates per month for twelve months prior to the 
investment day (i.e., the day when we invest) to estimate the parameters. 
Let ^jt be the realization of the return rate of the jth stock Sj, j = 1, • • •, n, 
during the t^h month, t = 1，• •.，12. Then, the monthly expected return rate 
of the jth stock Sj is estimated by 
1 12 
= Y ^ E ^ j f j = l r - - , r i . (5.1) 
亡 = 1 
For the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index, we assume that there is an asset 
whose price is equivalent to the Hang Seng Index I. Let ^ot be the realization 
of the return rate of that asset in the tth month, t = 1, • • •，12. Then we used 
the same method as above to estimate the monthly expected rate of return 
fio of the Hang Seng Index I. Moreover, we can estimate the covariance 
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matrix H used in the mean-downside chance and mean-downside deviation 
models by applying the formula as follows, 
1 12 
(hj = ^ X^tet - - i = 0，1’... ’ n, 
t=i 
i = (5.2) 
5.2 Experiment Description and Discussion 
In this section, we will formulate the efficient frontiers of the mean-downside 
chance and mean-downside deviation models, and compare the monthly ex-
pected return rates of optimal portfolios derived from these models and the 
Hang Seng Index by using the parameters computed from the framework of 
the previous section. 
5.2.1 Efficient Frontiers 
In the first case, we explore the efficient frontier of the mean-downside chance 
index tracking model. We choose five stocks in the Hong Kong Stock Market 
with high market value, middle market value and low market value respec-
tively, and also randomly pick up five stocks from the market to construct 
a portfolio to track the Hang Seng Index. By changing the value of the ex-
pected risk level 6, we can get the efficient frontiers of the mean-downside 
chance model for different stock sectors and different investment days. For 
each experiment, we set up a graph to illustrate the outcome (see Appendix 
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Type of Investment Investment Day 
High value stocks 01/11/2000 
Randomly selected stocks 01/11/2000, 01/06/2002 
Low value stocks 01/06/2002 
Mid value stocks 01/06/2002 
Table 5.1: Investment days of different investment types for the mean-
downside chance model 
Type of Investment Investment Day 
High value stocks 01/11/2000 
Randomly selected stocks 01/11/2000, 01/06/2002 
Low value stocks 02/01/2002 
Mid value stocks _ 01/11/2002 
Table 5.2: Investment days of different investment types for the mean-
downside deviation model 
B). The horizontal axis of such a graph represents the expected risk level 
(5, and the vertical axis represents the expected rate of return of the corre-
sponding optimal portfolio under a risk level 6. Then a curve is plotted to 
represent the efficient frontier of the mean-downside chance model. In our 
experiments, we take different stock sectors on different investment days (see 
Table 5.1 for detail). Similarly, we can also draw the efficient frontiers for 
the mean-downside deviation index tracking model for different stock sectors 
and different investment days (see Table 5.2 for detail). 
The graphical results are reported in Appendix B. It can be observed from 
those graphs that, when the riskless asset is included and shortselling of the 
assets is allowed, the efficient frontier of the mean-downside chance model is a 
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curve not a line. Since in the mean-downside chance model, the risk measure 
is the probability of the downside, which does not have a linear relation with 
the expected rate of return. Moreover, the numerical results show that the 
efficient frontier of the mean-downside deviation model is concave on the 
expected risk level which is in accordance with our mathematical analysis 
in the Chapter 4. 
5.2.2 Monthly Expected Rate of Return 
In this section, we will compare the monthly expected rates of return of 
the optimal portfolios derived from the mean-downside chance and mean-
downside deviation index tracking models during different investment peri-
ods. Ill this comparison, the riskless asset is available and short-selling of the 
riskless and risky assets is allowed. We let the expected risk level 5 of the 
portfolio be a parameter when we compare these models. In our analysis, we 
test several different values of 6 for different types of investors (see Table 5.3 
for detail). For each experiment, we set an actual return rate graph. The 
horizontal axis of the graph represents the investment days, and the vertical 
axis represents the monthly expected return rates of the optimal portfolios 
or the Hang Seng Index in the corresponding investment month. 
In the numerical experiments, we take different starting dates for differ-
ent investors (see Table 5.4 for detail). For example, we plan to invest from 
June 2000 to May 2001. Then, on June 1st, 2000, we buy stocks according 
to the optimal portfolio for the mean-downside chance model, and sell all 
the stocks exactly 1 month later. We use the historical data from June 1st, 
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Type of Model 5 of the portfolio used 
Mean-downside chance 0.275, 0.3, 0.325, 0.35 
Mean-downside deviation 0.01, 0.015, 0.02 
Table 5.3: Expected risk level of the portfolio used for different models 
1999 to May 31st, 2000 to estimate the parameters. Here, we choose HSBC 
Holdings, Hutchison Whampoa, Cheung Kong Holdings, Hang Seng Bank 
and SHK Properties, whose market value are among the highest ones in the 
thirty-three blue chips, to construct our portfolio. By using the optimality 
strategy for the mean-downside chance model, we calculate the monthly ex-
pected rate of return on this optimal portfolio. This monthly expected rate 
of return is corresponding to a point on the actual return rate graph. Then 
in the beginning of every month, we use the historical data of the prior 12 
months to estimate the parameters for our models and perform the same 
calculation for 12 times starting from June 1st, 2000 to May 31st, 2001. 
Therefore, a curve is plotted to represent the actual monthly expected re-
turn rates corresponding to the investments over the 12 months. For the 
mean-downside deviation model, curves are drawn in the similar way. Con-
sequently, we put these curves into the same graph for ease of comparison. 
In this comparison, the performance of Hang Seng Index is also included in 
the same graph. The graphical result are reported in Appendix C. 
From those graphs we can observe that, in most cases, the monthly ex-
pected rates of return derived from the mean-downside chance model lead to 
less fluctuations than those derived from the mean-downside deviation model. 
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Type of Investment Period of Investment Day 
“High value stocks 一 June 1, 2000 to May 31, 2001 
Random selected stocks Jan 2, 2002 to Dec 31, 2002~ 
Low value stocks Jan 2,2002 to Dec 31, 2002 
Mid value stocks June 1, 2000 to May 31, 2001 
Table 5.4: Period of investment for different investment types 
Furthermore, when compared to the financial index (HSI), we found that the 
trend of the monthly expected return rates of the optimal portfolio for the 
mean-downside chance model is close to the underlying financial index. How-
ever, when we do the same comparison between the optimal portfolio derived 
from the mean-downside deviation model and the financial index (HSI), we 
can not draw similar conclusions, namely, even when the expected return rate 
of the financial index is rising, the monthly expected return rate of the opti-
mal portfolio for the mean-downside deviation model can still be going down. 
5.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we performed the numerical studies by using the data col-
lected from the Hong Kong Stock Market. First, we computed the efficient 
frontiers for the mean-downside chance model and the mean-downside devi-
ation model, respectively. Then, we compared the monthly expected rates 
of return of the optimal portfolios for these two models with the underlying 
financial index. We found that the mean-downside chance model performs 
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better than the mean-downside deviation model when compared to the un-




In this thesis, the financial index tracking models under the downside risk 
measure have been explored. First, we regarded the downside as the risk 
measure and formulated the portfolio selection model with the downside 
chance risk measure. Then, through some transformations, we proved that 
this optimization problem is a convex programming problem and derived an 
optimal portfolio by solving the corresponding KKT optimality conditions. 
We also computed the efficient frontier of this problem analytically. 
Second, we treated the risk measure to high order moments of the down-
side as an alternative risk measure. Specifically, the portfolio optimization 
model under the first moment downside risk measure has been investigated. 
Some properties of these problems have been founded. Based on these prop-
erties, the optimal objective value and the optimal solution can be searched 
in a two-step optimization algorithm. 
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Finally, we implemented some numerical experiments for these two mod-
els, and compared the monthly expected rates of return of the optimal portfo-
lios from these models with the underlying financial index (HSI). From all the 
numerical results, we conclude that the trend of the monthly expected rate 
of return of the optimal portfolio derived from the mean-downside chance 
model fluctuates less than that of the mean-downside deviation model, and 
the former is closer to the underlying financial index. 
In some sense, the index tracking model with the downside risk measure 
is consistent to the traditional mean-variance model. If the financial index to 
be beaten is fixed as a constant, maximization of the index tracking model 
yields solutions which are efficient for the mean-variance model. However, if 
we randomly pick up an efficient portfolio of the mean-variance model, it may 
not be efficient in terms of the downside index tracking rule. In addition, we 
observe the monthly expected rate of return graphs in Appendix C and count 
the points derived from the mean-downside chance model which are below 
the points generated by the Hang Seng Index. Then, we can calculate the 
actual probability of the downside under the mean-downside chance frame-
work. This downside probability is quite close to the investor's expected 
risk level S. Therefore, we can conclude that the numerical results of the 
portfolio selection model with the downside chance risk measure is sensible 
according to investors' tolerance for the risk. However, there are many poten-
tial research topics to be investigated in the future. Such problems include: 
(1) the downside index tracking problem for multi-stage investment horizon; 
(2) the downside index tracking problem under continuous time investment 
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framework; (3) what happens if the joint-normal distribution assumption is 
dropped? Can one still solve the problem at least approximately? 
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List of Companies 
Table A.l: List of Companies Included in the Numerical Analysis (Blue 
Chips) 
Code Name Category Remarks 
T ~ OQOl.HK "Cheung Kong (Holdings) LtdT Blue-chip 
~2~~0Q02.HK CLP Holdings Blue-chip 
~3~~0003.HK HK and China Gas Blue-chip 
~400Q4 .HK Wharf Holding Blue-chip 
~5OOOKHIT HSBC Holding "Blue-chip 
" 6 0 0 0 6 . H K HK Electric “ Blue-chip 
~ 7 O O O O l T CWHKT "MTe-chip 一 
8 OOlO.HK "Hang Lung Dev. Blue-chip 
~9~~OOil.HK Hang Send Bank Blue-chip 
10 0012.HK "Henderson Land Blue-chip 
11 0013.HK "Hutchison Blue-chip 
12 0014.HK "Hysan Dev. Blue-chi^ — 
" l3"00i6.HK SHK Properties “ Blue-chip 
14 Q017.HK ~New World Dev. Blue-chip 
15 QQ19.HK " ^ i r e Pacific A Blue-chi"^ ~ 
I Q020.HK Wheelock “ Blue-chip 
17 0023.HK Bank of East Asia Blue-chip 
18 Q041.HK Great Eagle E Blue-chip 
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Table A.l (continued) 
Code Name Category Remarks 
0045.H^ S Hotels — Blue-chip 
~ W 0054.HK Hopewell Hold Blue-chip ~ 
21 0069.HK Shangri-La Asia Blue-chip for period 1998 to 2002 
~ W Q083.HK Sino Land Blue-chip 
0097.HK Henderson Inv. — Blue-chip 
24 OlOl.HK Amoy Properties "Blue-chip 
Q142.HK First Pacific Blue-chip 
0267.HK Citic Pacific Blue-chip 
~ f r 027Q.HK Guang Dong Inv. Blue-chip 
0291.HK China Resources l u e - c h i p 一 
~ W 0293.HK Cathay Pacific Air Blue-chip — 
Q363.HK —Shanghai Ind. Holding^ Blue-chi^ for period 1998 to 2002 
"31 0511.HK" TVB Blue-chip 
~ W 0941.Hir China Telecom Blue-chi^ for period 1998 to 2002 
1038.HK CKI Holding Blue-chip for period 1998 to 2002 
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Table A.2: List of Companies Included in the Numerical Analysis (Red 
Chips) 
Code Name Category Remarks 
0031.HK “ China Aerospace "Red-chip 
0119.HK" Continental Mar. "Red-chip 
0123.HK Guangzhou Inv. Red-chip — 
~37 0124.HK “ Guangdong Brew. "Red-chip 
H ) 1 3 5 . H K CNPC (Hong K o ^ Red-chip 
Q144.HK "China Mer. Holdings Red-chip 
~ W 0152.HK Shenzhen Int'l Ted-chip 
" I T 0165.HK China EB Ltd. Red-chip 一 
~ W 0183.HK "Citic Ka Wah Bank Red-chip 
"43~ 0190.HK HK Construction Red-chip 
"44" 02Q3.HK "Denway Inv. iRed-chip 
0222.HK Min Xin Holdings Red-chip 
023Q.HK "ONFEM Holdings led-chip 
"47" 0256.HK China EB Tech. led-chip 
0257.HK "China EB Int'l Red-chip 
Q263.HK Poly. Inv. Holdings "^ed-cliip 
~50 0268.HK "Top Glory Int'l Red-chip 
' W Q308.HK China Travel HK Red-chip 
0318.HK "Ng Fung Hong Red-chip 
Q349.HK Union Bank Red-chip 
0392.HK "Beijing Ent. Red-chip 
0409. HK Stone Electron Red-chip 
0418.HK "Founder (HK) Red-chip 
0506.HK "China Foods Red-chip 
0517.HK "Cosco Int's Holdings Red-chip 
~b9 0521.HK "Shougang Tech. Red-chip 
0535.HK "Hing Kong Holdings Red-chip 
百 0560.HK "Chu Kong Shipping "^ed-chip 
~ W 0604.HK Shum Yip Inv. Red-chip 
0688.HK I China Overseas Red-chip “ 
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Table A.2 (continued) 
Code Name Category Remarks 
0697.HK Shougang Int'l Red-chip 
Q882.Hir Tianjin Dev. Red-chip 
~ W 0992.HK Legend Holdings Red-chip 
lQ52.Hir GZI Transport Red-chip 
~68" 1093.Hir China Pharma Red-chip 
~ W 1109.HK Chi Res. Beijing Red-chip 一 
"70~ 1185.HK" Casil Telecom Red-chip 
" t T 1199.HK Cosco Pacific Red-chip 
72 1203.HK Guangnan (Holdings) Red-chip一 
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Graphical Result of Section 
5.2.1 
Figure B.l: Efficient Frontier of the Mean-Downside Chance Model 
Investment Date: 01/11/2000 
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Figure B.la: Efficient Frontier Using High Value Stocks 
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Investment Day: 01/11/2000 
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Figure B.lb: Efficient Frontier Using Randomly Selected Stocks 
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Investment Day: 01/06/2002 
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Figure B.ld: Efficient Frontier Using Low Value Stocks 
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Figure B.2: Efficient Frontier of the Mean-Downside Deviation Model 
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Graphical Result of Section 
5.2.2 
Figure C.l: Monthly Expected Rate of Return of the Portfolios From June 
2000 to May 2001 
Investment Period: 06/2000-05/2001 
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Investment Period: 06/2000-05/2001 
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Figure C.lb: Monthly Rate of Return Using Middle Value Stocks 
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Investment Period: 06/2000-05/2001 
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Figure C.ld: Monthly Rate of Return Using Randomly Selected Stocks 
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Figure C.2: Monthly Expected Rate of Return of the Portfolios From January 
2002 to December 2002 
Investment Period: 01/2002-12/2002 
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Investment Period: 01/2002-12/2002 
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Figure C.2b: Monthly Rate of Return Using Middle Value Stocks 
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Figure C.2c: Monthly Rate of Return Using Low Value Stocks 
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Investment Period: 01 /2002-12/2002 
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Figure C.2d: Monthly Rate of Return Using Randomly Selected Stocks 
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Proof in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 
Proof of Lemma 3.2.2 
Proof. First we prove that f{x) is a bounded function. The absolute value 
of the function f{x) is 
fiQ- R - { f t - Rl)'^x 
/ ⑷ = 一 “ / . 
V/io - 2h'^x + x'^Hx 
r A 1 [ 1 1 
fiQ — R jl — Ri 
L —CC 
— i • 
/ 「 m 1 「 
f � 飞 ho hT 1 \ 
1 -工了 . 
\ H \ L J / 
[ho 叫 
Because the covariance matrix is positive definite, we have Xmin > 
h H 
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[""0 -
0, where Xmin is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix . With 
h H 
this fact, we know 
fJ^o- R 1 
jX — Ri —X 





fi — Ri 
\/入 min 
Hence, the function f{x) is bounded from above. 
At the same time, we can calculate the upper and lower bound of the 
function fix). Since f(x) = , we have 
V y^y+ao 
yjy^y + ao yjy^y + ao 
the equality holds if and only if y is parallel to the vector c. Denote the 
upper bound of the function f{x) as / (x ) , that is 
� Co + ||c|| • \\y\ 
/ � = / ^ 
V r y + 
=11-11 a + M 
The maximum point of f{x) is corresponding to the local maximum of the 
function f{x). Let 
Co I 
z \— h y . c 
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Obviously, the maximum value of f{x) is attained when z > 0. Because 
\y\\ = 2 — g i , we have 
7 � = I k l l I ^ 2 
\/之 2 - 2 f t � + 命 + ao 
|c| 
V l - + 
V 之十之2 
=；0^。+ 劇 ( 卜 + 
Here, since 
ao = ho — 
� … " I [ "0 " 叫 [ - 1 _ 
= - 1 丑-1 ^ ^ , 
L L h 丑 j L H-i 
\ "叫 
and the covariance matrix is positive definite, we obtain gq > 0. 
h H ~ 
Recall that cq > 0, therefore,。：丨丨丨丨进c) > 0. The maximum value of f{x) is 
attained when 
z — • 
Co c 
At this point, we have \\y*\\ 二广一箭二 Since y is parallel to the 
vector c at the optimal point, then 
* ao 
y = —c. 
Co 
Meanwhile, the maximum value of the function f{x) is 
max{ / (x) } = c 2 
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Jal\\cf + aQcl 
= . (D.2) 
ao \ ) 
Since we have ao > 0 and CQ > 0, the lower bound on the function f(x) 
is computed as follows, 
m > C O , - " ’ " " " 
V丨“丨+ Co 
= Co I|c|| • \\y\ 
\/lM|2 + co y^ |M|2 + co 
� Ikll • \\y\_ 
> -丨丨c|. 
Therefore, the bounds on f{x) are as follows, 
、 / JalWcW^ + aocl 
-| c|| < f{x) < 1 . ao 
The proof is complete. • 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.2 
Proof. Suppose that (5i < 82, then the feasible region for Problem (4.1) 
corresponding to 知 is no larger than that of 82. So, the optimal solution 
when = is no greater than that of 二如.This implies that v{8) is a 
non-decreasing function. Now we turn to the convexity of v{8). 
For a given 61, suppose that the optimal solution is a ;�=(x^, . . .，a^”） 
and the optimal objective value is For a given 62, suppose that the 
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optimal solution is ^ ： ⑵ = ( ： ^ 之 ) ， . . . ， a n d the optimal objective value is 
v{S2)' From the constraint of Problem (4.1), we have 
⑴)+广仏 
and 
Let S = A(5i + (1 — A)(52, where 0 < A < 1. We construct a portfolio, such 
that 
X = A 工⑴+ (1-A):r(2) 
= ( a 4 i ) + ( 1 - A ) 4 2 ) , . . . ’ A 4 i ) + ( 1 - A ) 4 2 ) ) . 
Therefore, 
E [TKA工⑴ + (1 - A):c(2))+广=E[(A770r(i)) + (l-A)rKa:(2))) + 
< 入 已 ( 剩 + 广 + (1一入傘(2))+厂 
< + (1 — A)(52. 
Then, Aa ;� + (1 — A)a ;� is a feasible solution corresponding to (5 = 
A i^ + (1 — <X)(^ 2，and the corresponding objective value is 入 + (1 —入)”(知). 
Since v(S) is the optimal objective value under J = 入 + (1 - A)如，we have 
Therefore, v(S) is a concave function. So we have that is non-decreasing 
and concave. • 
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Proof of Proposition 4.2.2 
Proof. For proving g{a, S) is convex in a, we have 
dg�,S) 广 ； , dG-\5/a) \ (fi - RlVH-^(fl^ 
= —G {5/a)-a. ^ ^ 一 叫 沪 肿 • 
Letting GUd) = y, then 
Taking derivative on both sides, we obtain 
dG{y) dy 6 . — — • 
dy da a"^ 
Thus, 
趣—-丄 1 _ 6 1 
涼 = _ 尹 . = — 尹 . 
Therefore, 
d g [ 明 — ； 至 1 Ufi-RiYH-X^^-Ri) 
一 _ 。 十 少 州 一 1 沪一 ho + hTH-化. 
Hence, we have 
d'9{a,S) = dG-\S/a) 5 I 6 � � - ) _ ) 
da^ — da a^ ‘ ^(G-^S/a)) ^ ^ 
W - K A - i ^ O - / … 。 + 卿 紅 
V � ) a^-ho + h^H-^h 
= 丄 1 ^ 1 
二 ¥ . $ ( G - H ^ / a ) ) -哀 . $ {G-'{S/a)) 
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�(l){G-\S/a)) dG-\S/a) 
I (ho — - RiYH-^jl - Ri) 
二 6^{G-\6la)) {ho - h'^H-'h)yJ{fl - RiYH-^jjl - RL) 
— 尋 - 糊 ) — “ h • 姊 
> 0. 
Consequently, the function g{a,5) is convex on a. Now we turn to the coer-
civity of g(d-,S). 
For proving g{a, is coercive, we only need to prove 
叫-R — K；一 1 卵、 
lim . , , = +00. 
-/io + - RiYH-\[L - RL) 
From (4.12), we have 
lim G{x) = lim f 
x—y—oo x—>—oo 1 
= l i m - - f H r 
a;—_oo (f)(^x) 
= l i m 
RE—一OO X ( I ) [ X ) 
= 0 ’ （D.3) 
and 
lim G(x) = +00. (D.4) 
Thus, from (D.3) and (D.4), we have 
lim G-^(x) = - o o , (D.5) 
X—>0+ 
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and 
lim G-\x) = +00. (D.6) 
Therefore, 
lim 叫 _ R - � � _ 
斤 V ( 沪 _ "0 + — RiYH-\iX - RL) 
= l i m I 
- RLYfl-\[i - RL) 
= l i m -G-\S/a) 
CT—+00 
= + 0 0 , 
SO lim茂—+00 没(斤，J) = +00. The function g{a, 6) is coercive. • 
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